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COMPACT MULTIFUNCTION SIGHT 

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

The present application is a continuation of US. applica 
tion Ser. No. 11/370,590, ?led Mar. 7, 2006, Which claims 
bene?t of priority from US. Provisional Patent Application 
No. 60/719,926, ?led Sep. 22, 2005, each ofWhich is incor 
porated by reference for all purposes. 

BACKGROUND 

This disclosure relates in general to sighting scopes and, 
more speci?cally, but not by Way of limitation, to sighting 
scopes that have functionality beyond mere aiming. 

Military and laW enforcement personnel use Weapons in a 
variety of different operating environments. These operating 
environments may range from dry and dusty terrain, to moist 
and humid regions, to places With signi?cant levels of pre 
cipitation. There is also a need to use Weapons under many 
different lighting conditions. Reliable operation and the abil 
ity to Withstand rugged treatment are concerns in these types 
of environments and lighting conditions. This is particularly 
true for Weapon sights. 

Over the years, red dot sighting systems have been used 
instead of mechanical iron sights. Red dot sights, in particu 
lar, have been commercially available for many years. These 
sights, Which alloW the operator to identify a target over a 
Wide ?eld of vieW and With unlimited eye relief, have been 
used With night vision equipment. A shooter Wears a night 
vision monocular to vieW through the red dot sight at night, 
alternatively a 3 x scope can be mounted in front of the red-dot 
scope. 

Optical transmitters and receivers are used to communicate 
information Wirelessly. For example, Weapon targeting sys 
tems, laser-tag and military training systems may communi 
cate With light beams betWeen tWo points. These systems are 
bulky additions to other sighting equipment. On some 
Weapon targeting systems, the user vieWs a potential target 
through a ?rst objective lens to communicate With a friendly 
target. A second objective lens is used to aim the Weapon if the 
Weapon targeting system identi?ed that the target is a foe. 
These tWo objective lenses are bulky and add considerably to 
the overall Weight of any Weapon. This increased bulk, in turn, 
makes the Weapon more dif?cult to use in combat and thus 
more dangerous for the user. Also, both the targeting and the 
communication optics need to be co-aligned With the Weapon. 

SUMMARY 

In one embodiment, the present disclosure provides a mul 
tifunction sight. The multifunction sight includes a body, a 
receiving aperture, an emitting aperture, a parabolic re?ector, 
and an optical detector. The receiving aperture passes radia 
tion in a ?rst band and a second band into the body Where the 
?rst band is different from the second band. The emitting 
aperture passes the radiation in the ?rst band out of the body. 
The parabolic re?ector for creating an optical path to a point 
source or emitter such that the point source is visible from the 
emitting aperture. The point source marks a point that is 
aligned With Where the Weapon is aimed irrespective of a 
visual alignment With the emitting aperture. The optical 
detector is a?ixed to the body and coupled to the radiation in 
the secondband, and receives coded radiation With the second 
band. 
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2 
In another embodiment, the present disclosure provides a 

multifunction sight. The multifunction sight includes a body 
having a receiving end and an emitting end, a channel for 
guiding radiation in a ?rst band and a second band through the 
body, a parabolic re?ector positioned Within the channel, an 
emitting aperture, a light-bending mechanism, and an optical 
detector. The emitting aperture passes radiation in the ?rst 
band out of the body. The parabolic re?ector displays the 
point source such that it is visible from the emitting aperture. 
The point source appears aligned With Where the Weapon is 
aimed irrespective of a visual alignment With the emitting 
aperture. The light-bending mechanism diverts radiation in 
the second band from the channel to a detecting location. The 
optical detector is coupled to receive radiation in the second 
band at the detecting location. 

In yet another embodiment, a method for providing target 
ing optical information is disclosed. Radiation is received 
through a receiving aperture. A point source is superimposed 
upon the received radiation, Where the point source corre 
sponds to Where the receiving aperture is aimed irrespective 
of a position of a user. The received radiation is separated by 
Wavelength into a ?rst band and a second band, Where the ?rst 
band and the second band are different. The ?rst band is 
passed outside the body through an emitting aperture. The 
second band is directed to an optical receiver. Coded infor 
mation is extracted from the second band. 

Further areas of applicability of the present invention Will 
become apparent from the detailed description provided here 
inafter. It should be understood that the detailed description 
and speci?c examples, While indicating various embodiments 
of the invention, are intended for purposes of illustration only 
and are not intended to necessarily limit the scope of the 
invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The present disclosure is described in conjunction With the 
appended ?gures: 

FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of a Weapon sighting 
system adapted for use With a ri?e or handgun; 

FIG. 2 is a side vieW of an embodiment of a Weapon 
sighting system that supports multiple functions; 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a Weapon 
sighting system; 

FIGS. 4A, 4B and 4C are optical ?oW diagrams of embodi 
ments of a Weapon sighting system; and 

FIG. 5 is an optical diagram of an embodiment of Weapon 
sighting optics. 

In the appended ?gures, similar components and/or fea 
tures may have the same reference label. Further, various 
components of the same type may be distinguished by fol 
loWing the reference label by a dash and a second label that 
distinguishes among the similar components. If only the ?rst 
reference label is used in the speci?cation, the description is 
applicable to any one of the similar components having the 
same ?rst reference label irrespective of the second reference 
label. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The ensuing description provides preferred exemplary 
embodiment(s) only, and is not intended to limit the scope, 
applicability or con?guration of the invention. Rather, the 
ensuing description of the preferred exemplary 
embodiment(s) Will provide those skilled in the art With an 
enabling description for implementing a preferred exemplary 
embodiment of the invention. It being understood that various 
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changes may be made in the function and arrangement of 
elements without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
invention as set forth in the appended claims. 

Speci?c details are given in the following description to 
provide a thorough understanding of the embodiments. How 
ever, it will be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art 
that the embodiments may be practiced without these speci?c 
details. For example, circuits may be shown in block dia 
grams in order not to obscure the embodiments in unneces 
sary detail. In other instances, well-known circuits, pro 
cesses, algorithms, structures, and techniques may be shown 
without unnecessary detail in order to avoid obscuring the 
embodiments. 

Also, it is noted that the embodiments may be described as 
a process which is depicted as a ?owchart, a ?ow diagram, a 
data ?ow diagram, a structure diagram, or a block diagram. 
Although a ?owchart may describe the operations as a 
sequential process, many of the operations can be performed 
in parallel or concurrently. In addition, the order of the opera 
tions may be re-arranged. A process is terminated when its 
operations are completed, but could have additional steps not 
included in the ?gure. 

Initially referring to FIG. 1, an embodiment of a weapon 
sighting system 100 adapted for use with a ri?e or handgun is 
shown in pro?le. This embodiment exempli?es a compact 
design which is lightweight, rugged, and capable of perform 
ing multiple functions. The weapon sighting system 100 has 
a weapon mount that can be adjusted for calibration. Attach 
ments allow magni?cation and/or night vision functionality 
to be added to the weapon sighting system 100. In another 
embodiment, a magni?cation or night vision unit is attached 
to the eyepiece. This embodiment has integral lens caps to 
protect the receiving and emitting apertures. 

Referring next to FIG. 2, a diagram of an embodiment of a 
weapon sighting system 100 is shown. As depicted, the 
weapon sighting system 100 may be used with a ri?e or 
handgun. However, other embodiments may be used with 
vehicle-mounted weapons, aerial weapons, or artillery pieces 
or other targeting systems. 

The weapon sighting system 100 facilitates directing or 
aiming a weapon system toward a target. Additionally, this 
embodiment of the weapon sighting system 100 permits tar 
get identi?cation in many different operating conditions. For 
example, the weapon sighting system 100 permits a target to 
be identi?ed at night or during the day and can be used in 
combat or training situations. An operator uses the weapon 
sighting system 100 to aim a weapon or other device directly 
at a target and can optionally use magni?cation and/or image 
ampli?cation. This embodiment uses red dot optics to allow 
aiming the weapon sighting system irrespective of the opera 
tor’s orientation with an eyepiece. 

The weapon sighting system 100 further provides target 
identi?cation of a potential target as friend or foe. When 
directed toward an unknown object, an embodiment of the 
weapon sighting system 100 provides cues to the user to 
signify that the object has been identi?ed as friendly. For 
example, in some embodiments, the weapon sighting system 
100 may alert the operator when a potential target has been 
identi?ed as friendly. In other embodiments, the weapon 
sighting system 100 may generate a variety of audible and/or 
visual signals to inform the user that the target has been 
identi?ed as friendly or could event lock down the ?ring 
mechanism in other embodiment. Under battle?eld condi 
tions, for example, this functionality may help to reduce 
incidents of “fratricide” or “friendly ?re” by providing a 
means for discriminating among potential targets. 
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4 
In a gun-mounted embodiment, targets may be identi?ed 

and interrogated over a range of 25 to 1,000 meters with 
optional three times optical magni?cation. Other embodi 
ments could have different effective ranges and optical mag 
ni?cation. The weight of the weapon sighting system 100 is 
less than 550 grams in one embodiment and has dimensions 
ofa 145 mm length by 60 mm width by 82 mm height, or less. 
Other weights and siZes are possible for other embodiments. 
The weapon sighting system 100 receives radiation from 

the environment through a receiving aperture 212. This radia 
tion may arise naturally or from man-made sources. In both 
cases, the radiation is typically a spectrum of wavelengths 
including many different wavelengths of interest. To facilitate 
explanation, FIG. 2 separately identi?es four bands 232-1, 
266-2, 262-3, 236-2 of radiation even though many others 
pass through the receiving aperture 212 from the environ 
ment. Each band could be a single range of wavelengths or a 
number of ranges. 
The receiving aperture 212 passes radiation in a ?rst wave 

length band 232-1 which is generally visible to the human eye 
during daylight conditions. This ?rst wavelength band 232-1 
may include radiation with wavelengths in the range of about 
350 nm to about 750 nm. A second band ofradiation 266-2 is 
also passed by the receiving aperture 212 and in this embodi 
ment includes highly collimated light such as a laser beam. In 
an exemplary embodiment, radiation in the second band 
266-2 is a green laser beam. The receiving aperture 212 
passes two additional wavelength bands 236, 262 that are not 
normally visible to the unaided human eye. For example, 
radiation in a third band 262 may include a portion of the 
infrared spectrum with wavelengths in the range of about 800 
nm to about 1000 nm. The range of wavelengths in the third 
band 262 coincides with those wavelengths used by night 
vision receivers. Radiation in a fourth band 236 may include 
wavelengths of approximately 1.55 microns that may carry 
encoded information in one embodiment. 
The weapon sighting system 100 also includes one or more 

radiation emitters 250, 254, 258 in various embodiments. 
Two infrared emitters 250 are used in this embodiment to 
optionally augment environmental radiation in the third band 
262. The infrared emitters 250 produces radiation at prede 
termined wavelengths that are not generally visible to the 
human eye. In one embodiment, there are two infrared emit 
ters 250-1, 250-2 that emit radiation 262-1, 262-2 with dif 
ferent degrees of collimation within the third band 262. For 
example, one infrared emitter 250-1 could be highly colli 
mated (i.e., a laser) to indicate where the weapon is aimed and 
the other infrared emitter 250-2 could be less collimated (i.e., 
a LED) to illuminate the general area visible through the 
weapon sighting system 100. 
The wavelengths of the two infrared emitters could be the 

same or different. This radiation band 262-1, 262-2 is emitted 
into the environment in the direction of the target for re?ec 
tion back toward the receiving aperture 212 in low- or no-light 
conditions. The infrared emitters 250 are controllable and can 
be activated, deactivated, or adjusted by the operator at the 
same time or separately controlled. In one embodiment, one 
of the infrared emitters 250 has a 50 mW output. 

Another optical transmitter 254 emits radiation in the 
fourth band 236-1 toward a target. This radiation 236-1 
includes pulses that encode information sent from the weapon 
sighting system 100 to a remote point of contact. For 
example, the optical transmitter 254 may emitting coded 
pulses in the fourth band that serve to identify the weapon 
sighting system 100 to others, communicate information or 
speech, etc. In this way, for example, the weapon sighting 
system 100 can identify others as friend or foe. 
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An alignment laser 258 is included to facilitate aligning the 
Weapon sighting system 100 With the point at Which the 
Weapon ?res. The alignment laser 258 emits a highly colli 
mated beam of visible light 266-1 that is re?ected back to the 
receiving aperture 212. The re?ected radiation 266-2 indi 
cates the current aim point of the Weapon sighting system 
100. In this embodiment, an adjustment screW of the mount is 
provided for adjusting the aim point of the Weapon sighting 
system 100 relative to its mount point on the Weapon. By 
?ring the Weapon and noting the point of impact in relation to 
the re?ected radiation 266-2, the Weapon sighting system 100 
can be adjusted so that the re?ected radiation 266-2 coincides 
With the point at Which the Weapon ?res. The alignment laser 
258 also permits the utiliZation of more sophisticated align 
ment techniques such as laser projectors Which ?t Within the 
barrel of the Weapon. Adjustment of the alignment laser 258 
With respect to the laser projector alloWs calibrating the sight 
ing system 100 to the Weapon. 

Apoint source is included With the Weapon sighting system 
100 to indicate the current aim point of the Weapon under 
normal operating conditions. Some embodiments use a red 
dot sight that superimposes a point source or mark upon the 
scene radiation after it passes through the receiving aperture 
212 but before it exits the emitting aperture, eyepiece or 
ocular 242. The radiation 230 of the point source 308 appears 
at an in?nite distance Within the ?eld of vieW presented by the 
visible radiation 232-2 and is aligned With the aim point of the 
Weapon sighting system 100. Because of the position of the 
point source radiation 230 coincides With the aim point of the 
Weapon, a user can easily identify targets by vieWing the point 
source radiation 230 from many different positions relative to 
the emitting aperture 242. In other Words, the parabolic 
re?ector 412 causes the point source radiation 230 to appear 
in the same location of the target vieW irrespective of head 
movement by the operator. Typically, the point source radia 
tion 230 is a red dot, but could be other colors and could be 
shaped in various embodiments. The red dot point source 
emits to the parabolic Wavelength selective surface of the ?rst 
lens Which sends a collimated red beam out of the ocular. To 
the observer, a red dot is visible over a Wide aperture and the 
red dot overlays parallel With the Weapon onto the scene 
visible through the ocular. 

In addition, the intensity of the point source canbe adjusted 
With a sWitch 240 attached to the body 204 to match environ 
mental conditions. For example, the point source radiation 
230 intensity could be reduced When operating the sighting 
system 100 With night vision equipment. 
The body 204 includes an emitting aperture 242. The emit 

ting aperture 242 alloWs radiation in various bands 232-2, 
266-3, 262-4, 230 to largely pass out ofthe body 204. When 
used in daylight conditions, for example, a user might look 
into the emitting aperture 242 to see the visible radiation in 
the ?rst band 232-2 With the superimposed point source radia 
tion 230. In this Way, potential targets can be identi?ed and 
interrogated. Similarly, the user might choose to activate the 
alignment laser 258 and perform the calibration procedure 
using the re?ected radiation 266-3 (i.e., the green laser in this 
embodiment) from the emitting aperture 242 and make nec 
essary adjustments. Finally, a user might choose a night 
vision mode of operation for the sighting system 100. In this 
case, the Weapon sighting system Would direct radiation in the 
infrared spectrum 262-4 through the emitting aperture 242. A 
night vision receiver (not shoWn) could be mounted to the 
body 204 or the operator’s face and used to direct the Weapon 
toWards a target in loW-light conditions. 
A mounting mechanism 220 is included to facilitate attach 

ment of the Weapon sighting system 100 to a Weapon. The 
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6 
mounting mechanism 220 joins the body 204 securely to the 
Weapon in an orientation so that the receiving aperture 212 
faces the direction of potential targets. The mounting mecha 
nism 220 may consist of screWs, clamps, hinges, and other 
fasteners capable of holding the enclosure ?rmly in place 
While alloWing it be removed from the Weapon and reattached 
as needed. In one embodiment, the mounting mechanism 220 
mounts to a Picatinny or Weaver gun rail. As mentioned 
above, the mounting mechanism 220 could be adjustable 
When calibrating the aim of the sighting system 100 to the 
Weapon trajectory. A poWer supply or battery pack 216 is 
attached or integral to the body 204. The battery pack 216 is 
coupled to each of the electrical components included in the 
Weapon sighting system. The battery pack 216 includes one 
or more batteries that are replaceable by the user in the ?eld or 

by a repair technician. In one embodiment, the batteries are 
capable of providing poWer su?icient for more than 3,000 
uses. 

The body 204 may be made of metal or a rigid polymer 
material. In this embodiment, the body de?nes an interior 
through Which radiation 232, 266, 236, 262 passes and is 
transformed into targeting information. The interior may be 
divided into one or more regions and may be accessible to the 
user or a repair technician. Together With each of the compo 
nents in the Weapon sighting system 100, the body 204 may 
form a closed container that limits access to the interior. In 
other embodiments, the body 204 may not form a completely 
closed container such that some components are exposed. 

A mode selection sWitch 238 alloWs selection, activation 
and deactivation of several modes of operation for the sight 
ing system 100. For example, an operator may choose the 
calibration mode that activates the alignment laser 258 While 
deactivating the other emitters 250, 254. Other modes include 
night vision illumination mode With or Without the point 
source, daylight operation With and Without the point source, 
target identi?cation mode, War game mode, etc. In this 
embodiment, the selection sWitch is a rotating radio dial, but 
could have other con?gurations in other embodiments. 

With reference to FIG. 3, a block diagram of an embodi 
ment of the Weapon sighting system 300 is shoWn. Radiation 
304, visible or not visible, is coupled to the Weapon sighting 
system 300 and utiliZed for aiming, calibration, target iden 
ti?cation and interrogation. The radiation 304 may be ambi 
ent or augmented With various illuminators 250, 254, 258. For 
example, the radiation 304 may include Wavelengths of 
approximately 1.55 microns in a fourth band 236 that carry 
pulse coded information. 
A point source 308 is included to provide the red dot sight 

feature. In some embodiments, the point source 308 is fully 
contained Within the body 204, While in others it may be 
accessible from outside the body 204. In still other embodi 
ments, the point source 308 may detach from the body 204 to 
facilitate repair or replacement. A laser diode or LED could 
be used to generate the light for the point source 308. The 
intensity adjustment sWitch 240 alloWs the operator to adjust 
the brightness of the point source 308. In one embodiment, 
the point source 308 automatically reduces its intensity When 
the ambient light is detected to be loW or When the night 
vision is active. In this embodiment, the point source 308 
emits radiation at a red visible Wavelength, but other embodi 
ments could use other Wavelengths. 

The point source 308 superimposes a dot, mark, crosshair, 
scale or other indicator to provide a virtual image at an in?nite 
distance in substantial linear alignment With the Weapon. In 
one embodiment, the mark is red, but other embodiments 
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could use other visible colors. This mark facilitates targeting 
by a human or machine operator When aiming an associated 
Weapon. 
An optical receiver 316 is coupled to the radiation 304 that 

enters the body 204 in the fourth band 236-2. Radiation With 
a Wavelength of approximately 1 .55 microns is directed to the 
optical receiver 316 by elements of the Weapon sighting sys 
tem While other radiation 304 is alloWed to pass largely unal 
tered. The optical receiver 316 extracts coded information 
from the radiation 236-2 and forWards it to the processor 320 
for use Within the Weapon sighting system 300. In this 
embodiment the radiation in the fourth band 236-2 is encoded 
to represent a response to a request for identi?cation, and/or 
the radiation in the fourth band 236-2 may represent data or 
voice communications. In this embodiment, the optical 
receiver 316 receives information pulse coded in the fourth 
band 236-2, but other embodiments could use other encoding 
techniques. 

The processor 320 is coupled to receive signals from the 
optical receiver 316 and act upon them according to the posi 
tion of the mode selection sWitch 238. When the Weapon 
sighting system 300 is directed toWard a potential target, the 
processor 320 might interrogate the target by directing the 
optical transmitter 254 to emit pulse coded radiation With a 
predetermined identi?cation pattern. Additionally, the pro 
cessor 320 receives a response to a previous request for iden 
ti?cation and determines Whether the potential target is a 
friend or foe, for example. This determination Would then be 
communicated to a friend/foe indicator 324. The friend/foe 
indicator 324 might alert the user by ?ashing lights, dimming 
or preventing transmission of the optical transmission in the 
?rst band 232, changing the intensity or contrast of a night 
vision receiver, generating an audible signal, and/or locking 
doWn the Weapon ?ring system. 

In one embodiment, the Weapon sighting system 300 uses 
1.55 micron radiation for the fourth band 236 to exchange 
data or voice communications and target acquisition. By 
changing the position of the mode selection sWitch 238, the 
processor 320 directs the optical transmitter 254 to generate 
coded pulses of 1.55 micron radiation that carries the desired 
information to remote points of contact. 

Referring to FIG. 4A, a ?oW diagram of an embodiment of 
optical blocks 400-1 in the Weapon sighting system 400-1 is 
shoWn. This ?gure shoWs hoW the various Wavelengths of 
radiation interact With components of the Weapon sighting 
system 400-1. The ambient and man-made radiation 304 
includes at least four bands in this embodiment. Generally, 
the ?rst band 232 includes visible light, the second band 266 
includes a highly collimated beam of visible light such as a 
green laser beam, the third band 262 includes IR radiation 
from tWo emitters 250, and the fourth band 23 6 includes pulse 
coded radiation With Wavelengths of approximately 1.55 
microns. 

The receiving aperture 212 accepts at least the radiation 
304 in the fourbands 232, 266, 236,262 but may accept many 
more Wavelengths. The radiation 304 from the receiving aper 
ture 212 is coupled to a ?rst lens 412 and a second lens 416 
that split out and/ or combine various radiation bands. The tWo 
lenses 412, 416 pass the ?rst band ofvisible light 232 largely 
unmodi?ed to the emitting aperture 242. Radiation in the 
second band 266 Which may consist of a green (or other color) 
alignment laser also passes through the ?rst and second lenses 
412, 416 largely unmodi?ed. 

The ?rst lens 412 has a Wavelength-selective parabolic 
mirror that re?ects the point source radiation 23 0 in a Way that 
produces the red dot illusion for the user vieWing through the 
eyepiece 242. The ?rst lens 412 is a double lens encapsulating 
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8 
a Wavelength-selective mirror that is shaped to receive the 
point source radiation 230 from outside the optical path and 
display it properly. The ?rst lens 412 passes at least the ?rst, 
second, third, and fourth bands 236, 266, 232, 262. Speci? 
cally, at least some visible light, green light, night vision 
infrared, and 1.55 micron infrared radiation is passed by the 
?rst lens 412, While radiation from the point source radiation 
230 is re?ected. The Wave-length selective mirror re?ects the 
Wavelength of the point source 308 While passing the ?rst 
through fourth bands 236, 266, 232, 262. 
The second double lens 416 also encapsulates a Wave 

length-selective mirror and is contoured. The mirror of the 
second lens 416 passes at least the ?rst band 232, the second 
band 266, the third band 262, the point source radiation 230 
out the emitting aperture 242, and other Wavelengths. But, the 
second lens 416 re?ects the fourth band 236 to the optical 
receiver 316. Speci?cally, the second lens 416 re?ects from 
1.52 through 1.56 microns in this embodiment. Commer 
cially-available coatings are available to provide the Wave 
length-selective re?ection While passing other Wavelengths. 

With reference to FIG. 4B, another embodiment of the 
Weapon sighting system 400-2 is shoWn that includes an 
image magni?cation element 408. The image magni?er 408 
enlarges the image to increase its siZe. The enlargement could 
be ?xed at three times in one embodiment or some other 

magni?cation in other embodiments. In some embodiments, 
the amount of Zoom couldbe adjustable. The image magni?er 
408 and/or other optics could incorporate anti-shake correc 
tion to stabiliZe the image in some embodiments. Various 
embodiments could put the magni?cation element 408 any 
Where in the optical path. In this embodiment, the magni?ca 
tion element 408 can be attached to the eyepiece 242. 

Referring next to FIG. 4C, yet another embodiment of the 
Weapon sighting system 400-3 is shoWn With a second optical 
receiver 316-2 coupled to a third lens 424. In this arrange 
ment, a ?fth band of radiation 428 enters the receiving aper 
ture 212 and is passed along by the ?rst lens 412 and the 
second lens 416. The third lens 424 is contoured and has a 
Wavelength-selective mirror that re?ects radiation in the ?fth 
band 428. Radiation in the ?fth band 428 is re?ected by the 
third lens to the second optical receiver 316-2 While radiation 
in the otherbands is passed along to the emitting aperture 242. 
The third lens 424 may or may not collimate the radiation as 
it is re?ected depending upon the particular application. For 
example, radiation in the ?fth band 428 might be uncolli 
mated and used as an input to a night vision receiver or 
collimated and used in connection as for data transport in 
training exercises. The Wavelength of the ?fth band 428 
includes 0.905 micron radiation in one embodiment. 

With reference to FIG. 5, an optical diagram of an embodi 
ment of Weapon sighting optics 500 is shoWn. This diagram 
shoWs the ?rst lens 412, the second lens 416, the emitting 
aperture 242, the point source 308, the optical receiver 316, 
among other things. The vieW through the Weapon sighting 
optics 500 can be adjusted With an adjustment screW (not 
shoWn) that moves the entire Weapon sighting optics 500 
along With some or all emitters 250, 254, 258. 
The ?rst lens 412 has a ?rst re?ective coating 520 that 

re?ects the point source radiation 230. The re?ective coating 
520 could extend the Whole length of the ?rst lens 412 or just 
a portion of the length. The second re?ective coating 524 in 
the second lens 416 re?ects 1 .55 micron radiation 236 into the 
optical receiver 316. The coatings 520, 524 are inside the 
lenses 412, 416 in this embodiment. In one embodiment, the 
focal length of the ?rst lens 412 is 60 mm, and the focal length 
of the second lens 416 is 40 mm. The aperture of both the ?rst 
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and second lenses 412, 416 in this embodiment is 29 mm. 
Other embodiments could have different focal lengths and 
siZes. 

In this embodiment, the Weapon sighting optics 500 are 
aligned With the Weapon by moving the body 204 of the 
Weapon sight relative to the Weapon. For example, the eleva 
tion of the Weapon sighting system 100 might be changed 
relative to the Weapon by adjustments accomplished at the 
mounting rails With an adjustment screW(s) and/ or a biasing 
spring(s). Other embodiments might only move lenses, the 
optical chamber or another subset of the Weapon sighting 
system to adjust alignment. 

While the principles of the disclosure have been described 
above in connection With speci?c apparatuses and methods, it 
is to be clearly understood that this description is made only 
by Way of example and not as limitation on the scope of the 
invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for providing optical information, comprising: 
receiving radiation through a receiving aperture; 
superimposing a point source upon the received radiation, 

Wherein the point source corresponds to Where the 
receiving aperture is aimed irrespective of a position of 
a user; 

separating the received radiation by Wavelength into a ?rst 
band and a second band Wherein the ?rst band and the 
second band are different; 

passing the ?rst band through an emitting aperture; 
directing the second band to an optical receiver; and 
extracting coded information from the second band. 
2. The method of providing optical information as recited 

in claim 1, Wherein the step of receiving radiation is per 
formed With a single objective lens. 

3. The method of providing optical information as recited 
in claim 1, further comprising a step of transmitting encoded 
information in the second band aWay from the receiving aper 
ture. 

4. The method of providing optical information as recited 
in claim 1, further comprising a step of emitting radiation in 
a third band used by night vision systems. 

5. The method of providing optical information as recited 
in claim 1, further comprising a step of magnifying the 
received radiation. 

6. The method of providing optical information as recited 
in claim 1, Wherein: 

the step of separating the received radiation is performed 
by a plurality of lenses; 

one of the plurality of lenses comprises a Wavelength selec 
tive coating corresponding to one of the ?rst and second 
bands. 

7. The method of providing optical information as recited 
in claim 1, further comprising the steps of: 

separating the received radiation into a ?rst band, a second 
band, and a third band; and 
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directing radiation in the third band to a second optical 

receiver. 
8. The method of providing optical information as recited 

in claim 1, Wherein the intensity of the point source can be 
varied. 

9. A machine adapted to perform the machine-implement 
able method for providing optical information of claim 1. 

10. A method of acquiring target information, comprising: 
receiving radiation through a receiving aperture; 
superimposing a point source upon the received radiation, 

Wherein the point source corresponds to Where the 
receiving aperture is aimed irrespective of a position of 
a user; 

directing ?rst Wavelengths of the received radiation 
through an emitting aperture; 

directing second Wavelengths of the received radiation to 
an optical receiver; 

extracting coded information from the second Wave 
lengths; and 

determining a status of a target obj ect based upon the coded 
information. 

11. The method of acquiring target information of claim 
10, further comprising providing a visual cue indicative of the 
status of the target object. 

12. The method of acquiring target information of claim 
11, Wherein the visual cue indicates that the target object is a 
friend or a foe. 

13. The method of acquiring target information of claim 
10, further comprising transmitting coded information in the 
second band aWay from the receiving aperture. 

14. The method of acquiring target information of claim 
13, Wherein the second band includes Wavelengths of 
approximately 1 .55 microns. 

15. The method of acquiring target information of claim 
13, Wherein the coded information transmitted represents a 
request for identi?cation of the target object. 

16. The method of acquiring target information of claim 
13, Wherein the coded information transmitted comprises 
voice or data communications. 

17. The method of acquiring target information of claim 
10, further comprising separating the received radiation into 
the ?rst Wavelengths and the second Wavelengths. 

18. The method of acquiring target information of claim 
17, Wherein separating the received radiation is performed by 
a plurality of lenses, and at least one of the plurality of lenses 
comprises a Wavelength selective coating corresponding to 
one of the ?rst and second bands. 

19. The method of acquiring target information of claim 
10, further comprising emitting radiation in a third band used 
by night vision systems. 

20. The method of acquiring target information of claim 
10, further comprising emitting an alignment laser, and 
Wherein the position of the point source is established using 
the alignment laser. 


